The estimation accuracy of forecast error matrix is crucial to the assimilation 3 result. Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is a widely used ensemble based assimilation 4 method, which initially estimate the forecast error matrix using a Monte Carlo 5 method with the short-term ensemble forecast states. However, this estimate needs to 6 be further improved using inflation technique.
Introduction 1 2
In the mathematical and physical research fields, data assimilation is a powerful 3 mechanism to estimate the true trajectory of a state variable, based on the effective 4 combination of the dynamic forecast system (numerical model) and the observations 5 (Miller et al. 1994) . It can provide an analysis state, which is generally treated as the 6 weighted average of the model forecasts and observations, and is more close to the 7 true state than either of them. The weights are approximately proportional to the 8 inverse of the corresponding covariance matrices (Talagrand 1997) . Therefore, the 9 performance of a data assimilation method significantly relies on whether the error 10 covariance matrices are estimated accurately. If this is the case, the analysis state can 11 be technically easily obtained by minimizing a cost function with many existing 12 optimization methods (Reichle 2008 ).
13
Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is a very practical ensemble based assimilation 14 scheme, which estimates the forecast error covariance matrix using a Monte Carlo Therefore, using the inflation technique to enhance the estimate accuracy of the Hence such experimental determining is very empirical and subjective. In later 5 studies, the inflation factor can be estimated on-line based on the innovation statistic limited to the spatially independent observational errors (Anderson 2007 (Anderson , 2009 ). This 13 study seeks to address the estimation of the inflation factor from the point view of 14 Cross Validation (CV).
15
In fact, the idea of Cross Validation (CV) is firstly involved in linear regression 16 (Allen 1974 ) and smoothing spline Wold. 1975 Intuitively, if the forecast error matrix is inflated properly, the assimilation 17 procedure can reassign the weights of the model forecasts and observations.
18
Therefore the analysis sensitivity is also investigated in this study. Generally speaking, 19 analysis sensitivity is how uncertainty in the output can be apportioned to different This study focuses on the methodology part that can be potentially applied in The conventional EnKF scheme is summarized and the improved EnKF with forecast 
EnKF Algorithm

13
For the sake of consistency, a nonlinear discrete-time dynamic forecast and linear 14 observation system can be expressed as (Ide et al. 1997 ), al. 1998; Evensen 1994).
10
Step 1. Forecast
Step.
11
The perturbed forecast states are generated by dynamic model forecast forward
13
The forecast state 
17
Step 2. Analysis
18
The analysis state is estimated by minimizing the following cost function 
3 is the innovation statistic (observation-minus-forecast residual). In order to complete 4 the ensemble forecast, the perturbed analysis state are calculated using perturbed 
Influence matrix and forecast error inflation
13
It is recognized that the forecast error inflation scheme should be included in any properly.
19
In previous studies, there are many methods for estimating the inflation factor, 
is the influence matrix (see Appendix for details). Step 1 and 2 in Section 2.1. Then the perturbed analysis states are modified to
11
The flowchart of the EnKF equipped with forecast error inflation based on GCV 12 method is shown in Figure 1 . The proposed data assimilation scheme is validated using the Lorenz-96 model 
The dynamic forecast model and observation systems 7
The Lorenz-96 model (Lorenz 1996 ) is a quadratic nonlinear dynamical system, 8 which has the properties relevant to realistic forecast problems and is governed by the
11 where 1, 2, , 40 k  . The cyclic boundary conditions In this study, the synthetic observations are assumed to be generated at all of the 
13
The heat map of the observation error covariance matrix is shown in Figure 2 . To evaluate the analysis sensitivity, the GAI statistics (Eq. (16)) increased to about 30% for the EnKF with forecast error inflation.
7
To evaluate the assimilation result, the analysis RMSE (Eq. (17)) and the Table 1 . These results illustrate that, the 18 forecast error inflation technique using the GCV function can indeed increase the 19 analysis sensitivity to the observations and reduce the analysis RMSE. As we all know that accurately estimating the error covariance matrix is one of 3 the most important steps in data assimilation, which has curial influence to the 4 assimilation results. In conventional EnKF assimilation scheme, the forecast error 5 covariance matrix is estimated as the sampling covariance matrix of the ensemble 6 forecast states. But due to the limited ensemble size and large model error, this initial 7 estimate is usually an underestimation, which can lead to that the filter over trusts the 8 forecasts and excludes the observations, and eventually the divergence of the filter.
9
Therefore the forecast error inflation with proper inflation factor is increasingly 10 important.
11
The multiplicative inflation is an effective inflation technique and the inflation The GCV function seems to be a good objective function that can well quantify 21 the goodness of fit of the error covariance matrix. In fact, cross validation, which can 22 Nonlin is a consistent estimate of the relative loss.
7
In this study, the idea of Cross Validation is adopted to the inflation factor It is notable that, the inflation factor is assumed to be constant in space in this to illustrate the feasibility in this study. In the near future, it will investigated that how 11 to modify the adaptive procedure to suit the system with unevenly distributed 12 observations and apply the proposed methodologies using more sophisticated 13 dynamic and observation systems. A is given by
If the initial forecast error covariance matrix is inflated as described in Section 2.2,
the influence matrix is treated as the following function of 
8
The principle of cross validation aims at minimizing the estimated error at the 9 observation grid point. Lacking an independent validation data set, the alternative 10 strategy commonly used is to minimize the squared distance between the normalized 11 observation value and the analysis value while not using the observation on the same 12 grid point, that is the following objective function
14 where
x is the minima of the following "delete-one" objective function
16
The subscript -k means a vector (matrix) with its k-th element (k-th row and column) Appendix B
5
The sensitivities of the analysis to the observation is defined as 
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Therefore, the sensitivity matrix EnKF with forecast error inflation scheme. 
